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Dramatic advances in coherent diffractive imaging (CDI) using light in the extreme ultraviolet 
(EUV) and X-ray regions of the spectrum over the past 15 years have resulted in near diffraction-
limited imaging capabilities using both large and small scale light sources. In CDI, also called 
“lensless imaging,” coherent light illuminates a sample, and the scattered light is directly captured 
by a detector without any intervening imaging optic. Phase retrieval algorithms are then applied to 
the data set to recover an image. CDI has already been used to study a variety of biological and 
materials systems. However, the potential for harnessing the power of CDI for imaging complex 
nano-structured surfaces, which requires the use of a reflection geometry for imaging, has been 
much less studied. Surfaces are critical in nanoscience and nanotechnology, for example in 
catalysis, energy harvesting systems or nanoelectronics. A few successful demonstrations have 
applied CDI to reflection-mode imaging: however, work to date has either been limited to highly 
reflective EUV lithography masks in a normal incidence geometry, restricted to low numerical 
aperture through the use of a transmissive mask, or restricted to isolated objects. 
 
In recent work we have demonstrates the most general reflection-mode coherent diffractive 
imaging to date using any light source, by combining the extended ptychographical iterative 
engine with curved wavefront illumination. This allows extended (non-isolated) objects to be 
imaged at any angle, which will enable tomographic imaging of surfaces. It also represents the 
first non-isolated-object, high fidelity, tabletop coherent reflection imaging, which expands the 
scope of applications for CDI significantly. Our approach removes restrictions on the numerical 
aperture, sample, or angle, so that general extended objects can be imaged in reflection mode at 
any angle of incidence. This reflection ptychography technique produces surface images 
containing quantitative amplitude and phase information about the sample that are in excellent 
agreement with atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images, and also removes all negative effects of non-uniform illumination of the sample or 
imperfect knowledge of the sample position as it is scanned. The result is a general and extensible 
imaging technique that can provide a comprehensive and definitive characterization of how light 
at any wavelength scatters from an object, with no fundamental limitation on resolution. This 
complete amplitude and phase characterization thus is fully capable of pushing full field optical 
imaging to its fundamental limit. Finally, because we use a tabletop high harmonic generation 
(HHG) 30 nm source, in the future it will be possible to image energy, charge and spin transport 
with nm spatial and fs temporal resolution on nanostructured surfaces or buried interfaces, which 
is a grand challenge in nanoscience and nanotechnology. 
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